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Abstract
A basic diagnostic of entanglement in mixed quantum states is known as the positive par-
tial transpose (PT) criterion. Such criterion is based on the observation that the spectrum
of the partially transposed density matrix of an entangled state contains negative eigen-
values, in turn, used to define an entanglement measure called the logarithmic negativity.
Despite the great success of logarithmic negativity in characterizing bosonic many-body
systems, generalizing the operation of PT to fermionic systems remained a technical
challenge until recently when a more natural definition of PT for fermions that accounts
for the Fermi statistics has been put forward. In this paper, we study the many-body
spectrum of the reduced density matrix of two adjacent intervals for one-dimensional
free fermions after applying the fermionic PT. We show that in general there is a free-
dom in the definition of such operation which leads to two different definitions of PT: the
resulting density matrix is Hermitian in one case, while it becomes pseudo-Hermitian in
the other case. Using the path-integral formalism, we analytically compute the leading
order term of the moments in both cases and derive the distribution of the correspond-
ing eigenvalues over the complex plane. We further verify our analytical findings by
checking them against numerical lattice calculations.
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1 Introduction
Entanglement is an intrinsic property of quantum systems beyond classical physics. Having
efficient frameworks to compute entanglement between two parts of a system is essential not
only for fundamental interests such as characterizing phases of matter [1–4] and spacetime
physics [5] but also for application purposes such as identifying useful resources to implement
quantum computing processes. For a bipartite Hilbert space HA ⊗ HB, it is easy to deter-
mine whether a pure state |Ψ〉 is entangled or not: a product state, i.e. any state of the form




A 〉 ⊗ |Φ
(i)
B 〉,
where |Φ(i)A/B〉 is a set of local orthogonal states, is entangled. The amount of entanglement in
a given state can be quantified by the entropy of information within either subsystem A or B,
in the form of the von Neumann entropy

























A | is the reduced density matrix acting on HA.
Notice that S(ρA) = S(ρB) and Rn(ρA) = Rn(ρB) and clearly, S,Rn ≥ 0 where the equal-
ity holds for a product state. For analytical calculations, S is usually obtained from Rn via
S = limn→1 Rn.
It is well-known that eigenvalues of density matrices, i.e. the entanglement spectrum, con-
tains more information than merely the entanglement entropies. The entanglement spec-
trum has been studied and utilized toward better understanding of the phases of matter
[6–23], broken-symmetry phases [24–28], and more exotic phases such as many-body local-
ized states [29–31]. In particular, in the context of conformal field theories (CFTs) in (1+1)d
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the distribution of eigenvalues was analytically derived [32] and was shown to obey a uni-
versal scaling function which depends only on the central charge of the underlying CFT. The
obtained scaling function for the distribution of the entanglement spectrum at criticality was
further substantiated numerically [33, 34], especially for matrix product state representation
at critical points [35–37].
It turned out that extending the above ideas to mixed states where the system is de-
scribed by a density matrix ρ is not as easy as it may seem. A product state ρ = ρA ⊗ ρB
is similarly unentangled. However, a large class of states, called separable states, in the






B with pi ≥ 0 are classically correlated and do not contain any
amount of entanglement. Hence, the fact that superposition implies entanglement in pure
states does not simply generalize to the entanglement in mixed states. The positive par-
tial transpose (PPT) [38–44] is a test designed to diagnose separable states based on the
fact that density matrices are positive semi-definite operators. The PT of a density matrix
ρ =
∑








B | written in a local orthonormal basis {|e
(k)
A 〉 , |e
( j)
B 〉} is defined












B | . (3)
Note that ρTA is a Hermitian operator and the PPT test follows by checking whether or not
ρTA contains any negative eigenvalue. A separable state passes the PPT test, i.e. all the eigen-
values of ρTA are non-negative, whereas an inseparable (i.e., entangled) state yields negative
eigenvalues after PT1. Hence, the PPT criterion can be used to decide whether a given density
matrix is separable or not. Similar to the entropic measures of pure-state entanglement in
(1) and (2), the (logarithmic) entanglement negativity associated with the spectrum of the
















AA† is the trace norm. When A is Hermitian, the trace norm is simplified into
the sum of the absolute value of the eigenvalues of A. Hence, the above quantities measure
the negativity of the eigenvalues of ρTA. It is also useful to define the moments of the PT (aka
Rényi negativity) via
Nn(ρ) = ln Tr(ρTA)n, (6)




Note that for a pure state ρ = |Ψ〉 〈Ψ|, we have E(ρ) =R1/2(ρA) where ρA is the reduced den-
sity matrix on HA. The entanglement negativity has been used to characterize mixed states in
various quantum systems such as in harmonic oscillator chains [50–58], quantum spin mod-
els [59–68], (1+1)d conformal and integrable field theories [69–76], topologically ordered
phases of matter in (2+1)d [77–81], and in out-of-equilibrium situations [82–87], as well as
1A technical point is that there exists a set of inseparable states which also pass the PPT test [45]. They are said
to contain bound entanglement which cannot be used for quantum computing processes such as teleportation [46].
This issue is beyond the scope of our paper and we do not elaborate further here.
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holographic theories [88–93] and variational states [94–97]. Moreover, the PT was used to
construct topological invariants for symmetry protected topological (SPT) phases protected
by anti-unitary symmetries [98–101] and there are experimental proposals to measure it with
cold atoms [102,103].
Unlike the entanglement spectrum which has been studied extensively, less is known about
the spectrum of partially transposed density matrices in many-body systems. It is true that the
PPT test which predates the entanglement spectrum is based on the eigenvalues of the PT,
but the test only uses the sign of the eigenvalues. Therefore, studying the spectrum of the PT
could be useful in characterizing quantum phases of matter. Furthermore, the fact that PT is
applicable to extract entanglement at finite-temperature states and that the eigenvalues have
a sign structure (positive/negative) may help unravel some new features beyond the entan-
glement spectrum. Recently, the distribution of eigenvalues of the PT, dubbed as the negativity
spectrum, was studied for CFTs in (1+1)d [72]. It was found that the negativity spectrum
is universal and depends only on the central charge of the CFT, similar to the entanglement
spectrum, while the precise form of the spectrum depends on the sign of the eigenvalues. This
dependence is weak for bulk eigenvalues, whereas it is strong at the spectrum edges.
In this paper, we would like to study the negativity spectrum in fermionic systems. The PT
of fermionic density matrices however involves some subtleties due to the Fermi statistics (i.e.,
anti-commutation relation of fermion operators). Initially, a procedure for the PT of fermions
based on the fermion-boson mapping (Jordan-Wigner transformation) was proposed [104]
and was also used in the subsequent studies [105–111]. However, this definition turned out
to cause certain inconsistencies within fermionic theories such as violating the additivity prop-
erty and missing some entanglement in topological superconductors, and give rise to incorrect
classification of time-reversal symmetric topological insulators and superconductors. Addi-
tionally, according to this definition it is computationally hard to find the PT (and calculate
the entanglement negativity) even for free fermions, since the PT of a fermionic Gaussian state
is not Gaussian. This motivates us to use another way of implementing a fermionic PT which
was proposed recently by some of us in the context of time-reversal symmetric SPT phases of
fermions [100,101,112]. This definition does not suffer from the above issues and at the same
time the associated entanglement quantity is an entanglement monotone [113]. From a prac-
tical standpoint, the latter definition has the merit that the partially transposed Gaussian state
remains Gaussian and hence can be computed efficiently for free fermions. A detailed survey
of differences between the two definitions of PT from both perspectives of quantum informa-
tion and condensed matter theory (specifically, topological phases of fermions) is discussed in
Refs. [112,113].
Before we get into details of the fermionic PT in the coming sections, let us finish this part
with a summary of our main findings. We study the distribution of the many-body eigenvalues





for one-dimensional free fermions. As a lattice realization, we consider the hopping Hamilto-




[t( f †j+1 f j +H.c.) +µ f
†
j f j], (9)
where the fermion operators f j and f
†
j obey the anti-commutation relation
{ fi , f j†}= fi f j† + f j† fi = δi j and { fi , f j}= { fi†, f j†}= 0.
Recall that using the regular (matrix) PT – we will refer to it as the bosonic PT –, which
applies to generic systems where local operators commute, the obtained PT density matrix is a
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Hermitian operator and its eigenvalues are either negative or positive. However, it turned out
that for fermions a consistent definition of PT involves a phase factor as we exchange indices
in (3) and in general one can define two types of PT operation. As we will explain in detail,
these two types correspond to the freedom of spacetime boundary condition for fermions as-
sociated with the fermion-number parity symmetry. We reserve ρTA and ρeTA to denote the
fermionic PT which leads to anti-periodic (untwisted) and periodic (twisted) boundary condi-
tions along fundamental cycles of the spacetime manifold, respectively. We should note that
ρTA is pseudo-Hermitian2 and may contain complex eigenvalues, while ρeTA is Hermitian and
its eigenvalues are real. We use the spacetime path integral formulation to analytically cal-
culate the negativity spectrum. In the case of ρeTA, we obtain results very similar to those of
previous CFT work [72], where the distribution of positive and negative eigenvalues are de-
scribed by two universal functions. In the case of ρTA, we observe that the eigenvalues are
complex but they have a pattern and fall on six branches in complex plane with a quantized
complex phase of ∠λ = 2πn/6. We show that the spectrum is reflection symmetric with re-
spect to the real axis and the eigenvalue distributions are described by four universal functions
along ∠λ = 0,±2π/6,±4π/6,π branches. We further verify our findings by checking them
against numerical lattice simulations.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we provide a brief review of
partial transpose for fermions, in Section 3 we discuss the spacetime path-integral formulation
of the moments of partially transposed density matrices. The spectrum of the twisted and
untwisted partial transpose is analytically derived in Section 4 for different geometries, where
numerical checks with free fermions on the lattice are also provided. We close our discussion
by some concluding remarks in Section 5. In several appendices, we give further details of the
analytical calculations and make connections with other related concepts.
2 Preliminary remarks
In this section, we review some basic materials which we use in the next sections: the definition
of PT for fermions, how to extract the distribution of the eigenvalues of an operator from its
moments, and some properties of partially transposed Gaussian states.
2.1 Twisted and untwisted partial transpose for fermions
In this part, we briefly discuss some background materials on our definitions of PT for fermions.
More details can be found in Refs. [112,113]. We consider a fermionic Fock space H generated
by N local fermionic modes f j , j = 1, · · · , N . The Hilbert space is spanned by |n1, n2, · · · , nN 〉
which is a string of occupation numbers n j = 0, 1. We define the Majorana (real) fermion
operators in terms of canonical operators as
c2 j−1 := f
†
j + f j , c2 j := i( f j − f
†
j ), j = 1, . . . , N . (10)
These operators satisfy the commutation relation {c j , ck}= 2δ jk and generate a Clifford alge-







Xp1···pk cp1 · · · cpk , (11)
2A pseudo-Hermitian operator H is defined by ηH†η−1 = H with η2 = 1 where η is a unitary Hermitian operator
satisfying η†η = ηη† = 1 and η = η†. Essentially, pseudo-Hermiticity is a generalization of Hermiticity, in that it
implies Hermiticity when η= 1.
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where Xp1...pk are complex numbers and fully antisymmetric under permutations of {1, . . . , k}.
A density matrix has an extra constraint, i.e., it commutes with the total fermion-number




j f j . This constraint entails that the Majorana
operator expansion of ρ only contains even number of Majorana operators, i.e., k in the above
expression is even.
To study the entanglement, we consider a bipartite Hilbert space HA⊗HB spanned by f j
with j = 1, · · · , NA in subsystem A and j = NA+1, · · · , NA+NB in subsystem B. Then, a generic






ap1 · · · apk1 bq1 · · · bqk2 , (12)
where {a j} and {b j} are Majorana operators acting on HA and HB, respectively, and the even
fermion-number parity condition is indicated by the condition k1 + k2 = even. Our definition






ik1 ap1 · · · apk1 bq1 · · · bqk2 , (13)
and similarly for ρTB . It is easy to see that the subsequent application of the PT with respect
to the two subsystems leads to the full transpose (ρTA)TB = ρT , i.e. reversing the order of
Majorana fermion operators. In addition, the definition (13) implies that
(ρTA)† = (−1)FAρTA(−1)FA, (14)
(ρTA)TA = (−1)FAρ(−1)FA, (15)




j f j . The first iden-
tity, namely the pseudo-Hermiticity, can be understood as a consequence of the fact that (ρTA)†
is defined the same as (13) by replacing ik1 with (−i)k1 . The second identity reflects the fact
that the fermionic PT is related to the action of time-reversal operator of spinless fermions in
the Euclidean spacetime [101]. We should note that the matrix resulting from the PT is not
necessarily Hermitian and may have complex eigenvalues, although TrρTA = 1. The existence
of complex eigenvalues is a crucial property which was used in the context of SPT invariants
to show that the complex phase of Tr(ρρTA), which represents a partition function on a non-
orientable spacetime manifold, is a topological invariant. For instance, Tr(ρρTA) = ei2πν/8 for
time-reversal symmetric topological superconductors (class BDI) which implies the Z8 classi-
fication. (Here ν ∈ Z8 is the topological invariant). Nevertheless, we may still use Eq. (5)
to define an analog of entanglement negativity for fermions and calculate the trace norm in
terms of square root of the eigenvalues of the composite operator ρ× = [(ρTA)†ρTA], which
is a Hermitian operator with real positive eigenvalues. On the other hand, from Eq. (14) we
realize that ρ× = (ρ
eTA)2 where we introduce the twisted PT by
ρ
eTA := ρTA(−1)FA. (16)
It is easy to see from Eq. (14) that this operator is Hermitian and then similar to the bosonic
PT always contains real eigenvalues. It is worth noting that
(ρeTA)eTA = ρ, (17)
in contrast with the untwisted PT (15). As we will see shortly, this difference between ρTA
and ρeTA in the operator formalism will show up as anti-periodic and periodic boundary condi-
tions across the fundamental cycles of spacetime manifold in the path-integral formalism. The
central result of our paper is to report analytical results for the spectrum of ρTA and ρeTA.
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2.2 The moment problem
In the replica approach to logarithmic negativity (5) and negativity spectrum, one first has to
calculate the moments of PT, aka Rényi negativity (RN),
N (ns)n (ρ) = lnTr[(ρTA)n], N (r)n (ρ) = lnTr[(ρ
eTA)n], (18)
which are fermionic counterparts of the bosonic definition in Eq. (6). The superscripts (ns) and
(r) stand for Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond respectively (the reason for this will be clear from
the path integral representation of such quantities, see Section 3 below). Thus, the analog of
analytic continuation (7) to obtain the logarithmic negativity is
E(ρ) = lim
n→1/2
N (r)2n . (19)
In the following, we review a general framework to analytically obtain the distribution of
eigenvalues of density matrix (or its transpose) from the moments. This method was originally
used to derive the entanglement spectrum of (1+1)d CFTs [32]. Suppose we have an operator
O whose moments are of the form
Rn := Tr[On]. (20)






P(λ)λndλ, where P(λ) is the
associated distribution function (see Eq. (8)). The goal is to find P(λ) by making use of the























Im f (λ− iε). (22)
In the following we are going to focus on the complementary cumulative distribution func-






For specific types of operators such as the density matrices and their PT in (1+1)d CFTs, the
moments can be cast in the form,







where a, b ∈ R, b > 0 and rn are non-universal constant. In such cases, the distribution
function is found to be [63]

















|a| ln(e−b/λ)) +δ(e−b −λ), a < 0,
(25)
and the corresponding tail distribution is given by




a ln(e−b/λ)), a > 0,
J0(2
p
|a| ln(e−b/λ)), a < 0,
(26)
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where Jα(x) and Iα(x) are the regular Bessel functions and modified Bessel functions of the
first kind, respectively. Note that (25) and (26) are derived by ignoring the presence of the
constants rn in (24). This relies on the assumption that they do not change significantly upon
varying n, i.e., limn→∞
1
n ln rn <∞. The very same assumption has been adopted for the
entanglement and bosonic negativity spectrum in Refs. [32] and [72] where the derived dis-
tribution functions agree with the numerically obtained spectra.
2.3 Partial transpose of Gaussian states
Here, we discuss how to compute the spectrum of the PT of a Gaussian state from the corre-
sponding covariance matrix. The idea is similar to that of the entanglement spectrum, while
there are some differences as the covariance matrix associated with the partially transposed
density matrix may contain complex eigenvalues. Before we continue, let us summarize the





(λi ,λ∗i ) Im[λi] 6= 0,
(λi ,λi) Im[λi] = 0, λi < 0,




(λi ,λi) λi < 0,
λi λi > 0,
(28)
where repeating values mean two fold degeneracy. We should note that the pseudo-Hermiticity
of ρTA (14) ensures that the complex-valued subset of many-body eigenvalues of ρTA appear
in complex conjugate pairs. This property is general and applicable to any density matrix
beyond free fermions. An immediate consequence of this property is that any moment of ρTA
is guaranteed to be real-valued.




















malization constant. We should note that the spectrum of Ω is in the form of ±ω j , j = 1, . . . , N
and the ± sign ambiguity in Z(Ω) is related to the square root of determinant where we need
to choose one eigenvalue for every pair ±ω j . The sign is fixed by the Pfaffian. This density




Tr(ρΩ[c j , ck]), (30)










Furthermore, one can consider a generic Gaussian operator which is also defined through
Eq. (29), but without requiring that the spectrum is pure imaginary. An equivalent description
in terms of the covariance matrix is also applicable for such operators. The only difference
is that the eigenvalues do not need to be real. Let us recall how Rényi entropies (2) are
computed for Gaussian states. The density matrix (29) can be brought into a diagonal form






, where ωn is obtained from an orthogonal transformation
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We consider a density matrix on a bipartite Hilbert space (12) where the covariance matrix







Here, ΓAA and ΓBB denote the reduced covariance matrices of subsystems A and B, respectively;
while ΓAB = Γ
†
BA describes the correlations between them. We define the covariance matrix







where [Γ+]i j =
1
2Tr(ρ
TA[ci , c j]) and [Γ−]i j =
1
2Tr(ρ
TA†[ci , c j]). We should note that Γ+ and Γ−
have identical eigenvalues while they do not necessarily commute [Γ+, Γ−] 6= 0. In general, the
eigenvalues of Γ+ appear in quartets (±νk,±ν∗k) when Re[νk] 6= 0 and Im[νk] 6= 0 or doublet
±νk when Re[νk] = 0 (i.e., pure imaginary) or Im[νk] = 0 (i.e., real) . ± is because of skew
symmetry Γ T± = −Γ±. In addition, the pseudo-Hermiticity of ρ
TA (14) implies that
Γ †± = U1Γ±U1, (35)
where U1 = (−IA⊕ IB) is the matrix associated with the operator (−1)FA. This means that for
every eigenvalue νk its complex conjugate ν
∗
k is also an eigenvalue. As a result, the moments























Note that the sum is now over half of the eigenvalues (say in the upper half complex plane),
due to the structure discussed above.
For ρeTA we use the multiplication rule for the Gaussian operators where the resulting Gaus-





which is manifestly Hermitian due to the identity (35). Using Eq. (29), the normalization
factor is found to be Z
eTA
= Tr(ρeTA) = Tr[ρ(−1)FA] =
p
det ΓAA. From (31) we construct the


























where ±ν̃ j are eigenvalues of eΓ± which are guaranteed to be real. Consequently, the logarith-
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For particle-number conserving systems such as the lattice model in (9), the covariance
matrix is simplified into the form Γ = σ2 ⊗ γ where γ = (I − 2C) and Ci j = Tr(ρ f
†
i f j) is
the correlation matrix and σ2 is the second Pauli matrix acting on the even/odd indices of








The eigenvalues can be divided to two categories: complex eigenvalues νk, Im[νk] 6= 0
and real eigenvalues uk, Im[uk] = 0. The pseudo-Hermiticity property leads to the identity
γ†± = U1γ±U1 which implies that complex eigenvalues appear in pairs (νk,ν
∗
k). Therefore, the












1− |νk|2 + 2σk iIm[νk]
4
, (41)
where σ = {σk = ±} is a string of signs. Clearly, the many-body eigenvalues appear in two
categories as well: complex conjugate pairs (λ j ,λ∗j ) and real eigenvalues which are not nec-
essarily degenerate.










3 Spacetime picture for the moments of partial transpose
In the following two sections, we compute the moments of the partially transposed density
matrix and ultimately the logarithmic negativity. First, we develop a general method using
the replica approach [69, 70, 110] and provide an equivalent spacetime picture of the Rényi
negativity.
Before we proceed, let us briefly review the replica approach to find the entanglement
entropy. Next, we make connections to our construction of PT. A generic density matrix can
be represented in the fermionic coherent state as
ρ =
∫
dαdᾱ dβdβ̄ ρ(ᾱ,β) |α〉 〈β̄ | e−ᾱα−β̄β , (43)
where α, ᾱ, β and β̄ are independent Grassmann variables and we omit the real-space (and















i, j ψ̄i Ti jψ j , (44)






0 −1 0 . . .
0 0 −1 0
...
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. . . −1
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Fig. 2.6 The Euclidean geometry for computing the matrix elements of powers of the reduced
density matrix !A and trace thereof, pictorially depicting (2.3.4). We have illustrated the situation
in which we glue three copies of the replicated path integrals to construct !A3 matrix elements with
the identifications between boundary conditions on the replica copies indicated by the arrows. The
final trace to compute the third Rényi entropy is indicated by the dotted line
correspond to the left and right Schwinger-Keldysh fields, respectively. So instead























While the expressions looks quite complicated written out this way, it is much
simpler to visualize the path integral construction pictorially. We should view each
A+
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<latexit sha1_base64="EwEdNH5LFxXy4Dm7A6X9aUYe6bI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOpF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J4US+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2M7+Z+e8K1EbF6wmnC/YgOlQgFo2ilx0m/3i9X3Kq7AFknXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJZ6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVAwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUR2bVm4v/ed0Uw1s/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TgdCcoZxaQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW315nbSuqp5b9R6uK7V6HkcRzuAcLsGDG6jBPTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwAiaI2v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EwEdNH5LFxXy4Dm7A6X9aUYe6bI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOpF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J4US+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2M7+Z+e8K1EbF6wmnC/YgOlQgFo2ilx0m/3i9X3Kq7AFknXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJZ6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVAwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUR2bVm4v/ed0Uw1s/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TgdCcoZxaQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW315nbSuqp5b9R6uK7V6HkcRzuAcLsGDG6jBPTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwAiaI2v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EwEdNH5LFxXy4Dm7A6X9aUYe6bI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOpF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J4US+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2M7+Z+e8K1EbF6wmnC/YgOlQgFo2ilx0m/3i9X3Kq7AFknXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJZ6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVAwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUR2bVm4v/ed0Uw1s/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TgdCcoZxaQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW315nbSuqp5b9R6uK7V6HkcRzuAcLsGDG6jBPTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwAiaI2v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EwEdNH5LFxXy4Dm7A6X9aUYe6bI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOpF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J4US+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2M7+Z+e8K1EbF6wmnC/YgOlQgFo2ilx0m/3i9X3Kq7AFknXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJZ6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVAwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUR2bVm4v/ed0Uw1s/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TgdCcoZxaQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW315nbSuqp5b9R6uK7V6HkcRzuAcLsGDG6jBPTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwAiaI2v</latexit>
uA
<latexit sha1_base64="PIie5KecyuQzun15tVMDPF3SYME=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeqF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh7R/3S9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWWVAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwys/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4vK/WbPI4inMApnIMHNajDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwAfXo2t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PIie5KecyuQzun15tVMDPF3SYME=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeqF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh7R/3S9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWWVAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwys/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4vK/WbPI4inMApnIMHNajDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwAfXo2t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PIie5KecyuQzun15tVMDPF3SYME=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeqF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh7R/3S9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWWVAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwys/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4vK/WbPI4inMApnIMHNajDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwAfXo2t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PIie5KecyuQzun15tVMDPF3SYME=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeqF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh7R/3S9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWWVAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwys/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4vK/WbPI4inMApnIMHNajDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwAfXo2t</latexit>
vA
<latexit sha1_base64="n/1ooYTlzre7SwKvvqUQbVOgNNY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPVi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7k0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI3gpGdzO/NebaiFg94SThfkQHSoSCUbTS47h30ytX3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJp6VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx+6pScWaVPwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUh2bZm4n/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TvtCcoZxYQpkW9lbChlRThjadkg3BW355lTQvqp5b9R4uK7XbPI4inMApnIMHV1CDe6hDAxgM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gAg5I2u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n/1ooYTlzre7SwKvvqUQbVOgNNY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPVi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7k0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI3gpGdzO/NebaiFg94SThfkQHSoSCUbTS47h30ytX3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJp6VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx+6pScWaVPwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUh2bZm4n/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TvtCcoZxYQpkW9lbChlRThjadkg3BW355lTQvqp5b9R4uK7XbPI4inMApnIMHV1CDe6hDAxgM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gAg5I2u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n/1ooYTlzre7SwKvvqUQbVOgNNY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPVi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7k0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI3gpGdzO/NebaiFg94SThfkQHSoSCUbTS47h30ytX3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJp6VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx+6pScWaVPwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUh2bZm4n/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TvtCcoZxYQpkW9lbChlRThjadkg3BW355lTQvqp5b9R4uK7XbPI4inMApnIMHV1CDe6hDAxgM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gAg5I2u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n/1ooYTlzre7SwKvvqUQbVOgNNY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPVi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7k0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI3gpGdzO/NebaiFg94SThfkQHSoSCUbTS47h30ytX3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJp6VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx+6pScWaVPwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUh2bZm4n/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TvtCcoZxYQpkW9lbChlRThjadkg3BW355lTQvqp5b9R4uK7XbPI4inMApnIMHV1CDe6hDAxgM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gAg5I2u</latexit>
 
B
<latexit sha1_base64="YxBA/+k9BKDFEiY5G0zGYO4sWl4=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFNLJPppB06mQkzE6XEfoobF4q49Uvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uHdOmDCqtOt+W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//Arh52lEglJm0smJC9ECnCKCdtTTUjvUQSFIeMdMPJde53H4hUVPA7PU1IEKMRpxHFSBtpYFd9Yew8nfmJorP75sCuuXV3DmeVeAWpQYHWwP7yhwKnMeEaM6RU33MTHWRIaooZmVX8VJEE4Qkakb6hHMVEBdn89JlzapShEwlpHtfOXP2dyFCs1DQOzWSM9Fgte7n4n9dPdXQVZJQnqSYcLxZFKXO0cPIenCGVBGs2NQRhSc2tDh4jibA2bVVMCd7yl1dJ57zuuXXv9qLWaBZ1lOEYTuAMPLiEBtxAC9qA4RGe4RXerCfrxXq3PhajJavIHMEfWJ8/zUWUVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YxBA/+k9BKDFEiY5G0zGYO4sWl4=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFNLJPppB06mQkzE6XEfoobF4q49Uvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uHdOmDCqtOt+W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//Arh52lEglJm0smJC9ECnCKCdtTTUjvUQSFIeMdMPJde53H4hUVPA7PU1IEKMRpxHFSBtpYFd9Yew8nfmJorP75sCuuXV3DmeVeAWpQYHWwP7yhwKnMeEaM6RU33MTHWRIaooZmVX8VJEE4Qkakb6hHMVEBdn89JlzapShEwlpHtfOXP2dyFCs1DQOzWSM9Fgte7n4n9dPdXQVZJQnqSYcLxZFKXO0cPIenCGVBGs2NQRhSc2tDh4jibA2bVVMCd7yl1dJ57zuuXXv9qLWaBZ1lOEYTuAMPLiEBtxAC9qA4RGe4RXerCfrxXq3PhajJavIHMEfWJ8/zUWUVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YxBA/+k9BKDFEiY5G0zGYO4sWl4=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFNLJPppB06mQkzE6XEfoobF4q49Uvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uHdOmDCqtOt+W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//Arh52lEglJm0smJC9ECnCKCdtTTUjvUQSFIeMdMPJde53H4hUVPA7PU1IEKMRpxHFSBtpYFd9Yew8nfmJorP75sCuuXV3DmeVeAWpQYHWwP7yhwKnMeEaM6RU33MTHWRIaooZmVX8VJEE4Qkakb6hHMVEBdn89JlzapShEwlpHtfOXP2dyFCs1DQOzWSM9Fgte7n4n9dPdXQVZJQnqSYcLxZFKXO0cPIenCGVBGs2NQRhSc2tDh4jibA2bVVMCd7yl1dJ57zuuXXv9qLWaBZ1lOEYTuAMPLiEBtxAC9qA4RGe4RXerCfrxXq3PhajJavIHMEfWJ8/zUWUVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YxBA/+k9BKDFEiY5G0zGYO4sWl4=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFNLJPppB06mQkzE6XEfoobF4q49Uvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uHdOmDCqtOt+W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//Arh52lEglJm0smJC9ECnCKCdtTTUjvUQSFIeMdMPJde53H4hUVPA7PU1IEKMRpxHFSBtpYFd9Yew8nfmJorP75sCuuXV3DmeVeAWpQYHWwP7yhwKnMeEaM6RU33MTHWRIaooZmVX8VJEE4Qkakb6hHMVEBdn89JlzapShEwlpHtfOXP2dyFCs1DQOzWSM9Fgte7n4n9dPdXQVZJQnqSYcLxZFKXO0cPIenCGVBGs2NQRhSc2tDh4jibA2bVVMCd7yl1dJ57zuuXXv9qLWaBZ1lOEYTuAMPLiEBtxAC9qA4RGe4RXerCfrxXq3PhajJavIHMEfWJ8/zUWUVQ==</latexit>
 
A
<latexit sha1_base64="HXkDD6ZQlSa7tmAq0X8Z3jdAw5M=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLqxmUF+4Amlsl00g6dzISZiVJiP8WNC0Xc+iXu/BsnbRbaemDgcM493DsnTBhV2nW/rdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tnV/fbSqQSkxYWTMhuiBRhlJOWppqRbiIJikNGOuH4Ovc7D0QqKvidniQkiNGQ04hipI3Ut6u+MHaezvxE0en9Zd+uuXV3BmeZeAWpQYFm3/7yBwKnMeEaM6RUz3MTHWRIaooZmVb8VJEE4TEakp6hHMVEBdns9KlzbJSBEwlpHtfOTP2dyFCs1CQOzWSM9Egtern4n9dLdXQRZJQnqSYczxdFKXO0cPIenAGVBGs2MQRhSc2tDh4hibA2bVVMCd7il5dJ+7TuuXXv9qzWuCrqKMMhHMEJeHAODbiBJrQAwyM8wyu8WU/Wi/VufcxHS1aROYA/sD5/AMvBlFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HXkDD6ZQlSa7tmAq0X8Z3jdAw5M=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLqxmUF+4Amlsl00g6dzISZiVJiP8WNC0Xc+iXu/BsnbRbaemDgcM493DsnTBhV2nW/rdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tnV/fbSqQSkxYWTMhuiBRhlJOWppqRbiIJikNGOuH4Ovc7D0QqKvidniQkiNGQ04hipI3Ut6u+MHaezvxE0en9Zd+uuXV3BmeZeAWpQYFm3/7yBwKnMeEaM6RUz3MTHWRIaooZmVb8VJEE4TEakp6hHMVEBdns9KlzbJSBEwlpHtfOTP2dyFCs1CQOzWSM9Egtern4n9dLdXQRZJQnqSYczxdFKXO0cPIenAGVBGs2MQRhSc2tDh4hibA2bVVMCd7il5dJ+7TuuXXv9qzWuCrqKMMhHMEJeHAODbiBJrQAwyM8wyu8WU/Wi/VufcxHS1aROYA/sD5/AMvBlFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HXkDD6ZQlSa7tmAq0X8Z3jdAw5M=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLqxmUF+4Amlsl00g6dzISZiVJiP8WNC0Xc+iXu/BsnbRbaemDgcM493DsnTBhV2nW/rdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tnV/fbSqQSkxYWTMhuiBRhlJOWppqRbiIJikNGOuH4Ovc7D0QqKvidniQkiNGQ04hipI3Ut6u+MHaezvxE0en9Zd+uuXV3BmeZeAWpQYFm3/7yBwKnMeEaM6RUz3MTHWRIaooZmVb8VJEE4TEakp6hHMVEBdns9KlzbJSBEwlpHtfOTP2dyFCs1CQOzWSM9Egtern4n9dLdXQRZJQnqSYczxdFKXO0cPIenAGVBGs2MQRhSc2tDh4hibA2bVVMCd7il5dJ+7TuuXXv9qzWuCrqKMMhHMEJeHAODbiBJrQAwyM8wyu8WU/Wi/VufcxHS1aROYA/sD5/AMvBlFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HXkDD6ZQlSa7tmAq0X8Z3jdAw5M=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLqxmUF+4Amlsl00g6dzISZiVJiP8WNC0Xc+iXu/BsnbRbaemDgcM493DsnTBhV2nW/rdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tnV/fbSqQSkxYWTMhuiBRhlJOWppqRbiIJikNGOuH4Ovc7D0QqKvidniQkiNGQ04hipI3Ut6u+MHaezvxE0en9Zd+uuXV3BmeZeAWpQYFm3/7yBwKnMeEaM6RUz3MTHWRIaooZmVb8VJEE4TEakp6hHMVEBdns9KlzbJSBEwlpHtfOTP2dyFCs1CQOzWSM9Egtern4n9dLdXQRZJQnqSYczxdFKXO0cPIenAGVBGs2MQRhSc2tDh4hibA2bVVMCd7il5dJ+7TuuXXv9qzWuCrqKMMhHMEJeHAODbiBJrQAwyM8wyu8WU/Wi/VufcxHS1aROYA/sD5/AMvBlFQ=</latexit>
 A
<latexit sha1_base64="y2zlLB43eeVfxbOdMkZ5sD2gWME=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPVi8cK9gPaWDbbTbt0s4m7E6GE/gkvHhTx6t/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuLaiFjd4zjhfkQHSoSCUbRSO+smRkwernrlilt1ZyDLxMtJBXLUe+Wvbj9macQVMkmN6Xhugn5GNQom+aTUTQ1PKBvRAe9YqmjEjZ/N7p2QE6v0SRhrWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2M6I4tAselPxP6+TYnjpZ0IlKXLF5ovCVBKMyfR50heaM5RjSyjTwt5K2JBqytBGVLIheIsvL5PmWdVzq97deaV2ncdRhCM4hlPw4AJqcAt1aAADCc/wCm/Oo/PivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz8qqZAJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y2zlLB43eeVfxbOdMkZ5sD2gWME=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPVi8cK9gPaWDbbTbt0s4m7E6GE/gkvHhTx6t/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuLaiFjd4zjhfkQHSoSCUbRSO+smRkwernrlilt1ZyDLxMtJBXLUe+Wvbj9macQVMkmN6Xhugn5GNQom+aTUTQ1PKBvRAe9YqmjEjZ/N7p2QE6v0SRhrWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2M6I4tAselPxP6+TYnjpZ0IlKXLF5ovCVBKMyfR50heaM5RjSyjTwt5K2JBqytBGVLIheIsvL5PmWdVzq97deaV2ncdRhCM4hlPw4AJqcAt1aAADCc/wCm/Oo/PivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz8qqZAJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y2zlLB43eeVfxbOdMkZ5sD2gWME=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPVi8cK9gPaWDbbTbt0s4m7E6GE/gkvHhTx6t/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuLaiFjd4zjhfkQHSoSCUbRSO+smRkwernrlilt1ZyDLxMtJBXLUe+Wvbj9macQVMkmN6Xhugn5GNQom+aTUTQ1PKBvRAe9YqmjEjZ/N7p2QE6v0SRhrWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2M6I4tAselPxP6+TYnjpZ0IlKXLF5ovCVBKMyfR50heaM5RjSyjTwt5K2JBqytBGVLIheIsvL5PmWdVzq97deaV2ncdRhCM4hlPw4AJqcAt1aAADCc/wCm/Oo/PivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz8qqZAJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y2zlLB43eeVfxbOdMkZ5sD2gWME=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPVi8cK9gPaWDbbTbt0s4m7E6GE/gkvHhTx6t/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuLaiFjd4zjhfkQHSoSCUbRSO+smRkwernrlilt1ZyDLxMtJBXLUe+Wvbj9macQVMkmN6Xhugn5GNQom+aTUTQ1PKBvRAe9YqmjEjZ/N7p2QE6v0SRhrWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2M6I4tAselPxP6+TYnjpZ0IlKXLF5ovCVBKMyfR50heaM5RjSyjTwt5K2JBqytBGVLIheIsvL5PmWdVzq97deaV2ncdRhCM4hlPw4AJqcAt1aAADCc/wCm/Oo/PivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz8qqZAJ</latexit>
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Figu 1: (a) Spacetime manifold associated with ZNn(α), Eq. (53), for n = 4. The
operator eiαFA twists the boundary condition of the cycles between two successive
sheets, shown as the green path with dashed lines. (b) Equivalent picture in terms
of twist field where we define a multi-component field on a single spacetime sheet.
The above expression can be viewed as a partition function on a n-sheet spacetime manifold
where the n flavors (replicas) ψi are glued in order along the cuts. Alternatively, one can
consider a multi-component field Ψ = (ψ1, · · · ,ψn)T on a single-sheet spacetime. This way
when we traverse a close path through the interval the field gets transformed as Ψ 7→ TΨ.
Hence, each interval can be represented by two branch points Tn and T −1n –the so-called twist
fields– and the REE of one interval can be written as a two-point correlator [114],
ZRn = 〈Tn(u)T
−1
n (v)〉 , (46)
where u and v denote the real space coordinates of the two ends of the interval defining the
subsystem A.
Let us now derive analogous relations for the moments of partially transposed density
matrix. Using the definition of the PT in the coherent state basis [112]
(|ψA,ψB〉 〈ψ̄A, ψ̄B|)TA = |iψ̄A,ψB〉 〈iψA, ψ̄B| , (47)
we write the general expression for the moments of ρTA as

















i, j ψ̄iB Ti jψ jB , (48)
whereψ js and ψ̄ js refer to the field defined within the s = A, B interval of jth replica. Here, we
are dealing with two intervals where the twist matrices are T and T−1 as shown in Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, it can be written as a four-point correlator (1(b))
Z (ns)Nn = 〈T
−1
n (uA)Tn(vA)Tn(uB)T −1n (vB)〉 . (49)
Note that the order of twist fields are reversed for the first interval.
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From the coherent state representation, we can also write the moments of ρeTA
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which can be viewed as a gauge transformed twist matrix T−1. Analogously, Eq. (50) can be
written in terms of a four-point correlator
Z (r)Nn = 〈
eT −1n (uA)eTn(vA)Tn(uB)T −1n (vB)〉 , (52)
where eTn and eT −1n are twist fields associated with eT .
For fermions with a global U(1) gauge symmetry (i.e., particle-number conserving systems)
there is a freedom to twist boundary condition along the fundamental cycles (e.g. the dashed-
line path in Fig. 1(a)) of the spacetime manifold by a U(1) phase (or holonomy). The boundary
conditions are independent and in principle can be different for different pairs of sheets. If we
assume a replica symmetry (i.e. uniform boundary conditions)ψi 7→ eiαψi , the expression for
the PT moments in the operator formalism is given by
ZNn(α) = Tr[(ρ
TAeiαFA)n]. (53)
Let us mention that some related quantities such as Tr[(ρ eiαF )n] were previously introduced
and dubbed charged entanglement entropies [115]. They were further used to determine
symmetry resolved entanglement entropies which is the contribution from the density matrix
to the entanglement entropies when projected onto a given particle-number sector [116,117].
From (53), we get a family of RN parametrized by α. However, for a generic fermionic
system (including superconductors), the U(1) symmetry is reduced to Z2 fermion-parity sym-
metry. Hence, the two quantities of general interest would be








We should reemphasize that either quantities are described by a partition function on the same
spacetime manifold (Fig. 1) as in the case of bosonic systems [70], while they differ in the
boundary conditions for fundamental cycles of the manifold. In other words, Z (ns)Nn and Z
(r)
Nn
correspond to anti-periodic (i.e., Neveu-Schwarz in CFT language) and periodic (Ramond)
boundary conditions, respectively. This can be readily seen by comparing T−1 and eT . These
boundary conditions correspond to two replica-symmetric spin structures for the spacetime
manifold. This is different from bosonic PT of fermionic systems [107, 110], where RN is
given by sum over all possible spin structures. Essentially, the RNs associated with the two
types of fermionic PT are identical to two terms in the expansion of bosonic PT in Ref. [107].
In what follows, we compute the two RNs for two partitioning schemes:
• Two adjacent intervals which is obtained by fusing the fields in vA and uB. Hence, the
RNs are given in terms of three-point correlators
Z (ns)Nn = 〈T
−1
n (uA)T 2n (vA)T −1n (vB)〉 , (56)
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and
Z (r)Nn = 〈
eT −1n (uA)Q2n(vA)T −1n (vB)〉 , (57)
where we introduce the fusion of unlike twist fields,
Q2n := Tn eTn. (58)
• Bipartite geometry where the two intervals together form the entire system which is in
the ground state. This time the RNs are obtained by further fusing the fields in uA and
vB and the final expressions are therefore given by the two-point correlators
Z (ns)Nn = 〈T
−2
n (uA)T 2n (vA)〉 , (59)
and
Z (r)Nn = 〈Q
−2
n (uA)Q2n(vA)〉 . (60)
4 The spectrum of partial transpose
As mentioned, the first step to compute the tail distribution of the eigenvalues of partially
transposed density matrix is to find its moments. To this end, it is more convenient to work
in a new basis where the twist matrices are diagonal and decompose the partition func-




Zk,n = 〈Tk,n(u)T −1k,n (v)〉 . (61)
The monodromy condition for the field around Tk,n and T −1k,n are given by ψk 7→ e±i2πk/nψk.
The calculation of the above partition function can be further simplified in terms of correlators
of vertex operators using the bosonization technique in (1+1)d. For instance, in the case of
REE, (61) can be evaluated by [114]
Zk,n = 〈Vk(u)V−k(v)〉 , (62)
where Vk(x) = e−i
k
nφ(x) is the vertex operator and the expectation values is understood on
the ground state of the scalar-field theory Lφ = 18π∂µφ∂ µφ. The correlation function of the
vertex operators is found by




z j − zi


2ei e j , (63)
where Ve(z) = eieφ(z) is the vertex operator and
∑












ln |u− v|+ · · · (65)
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for the REE of 1d free fermions. Note that ellipses come from the proportionality constant in
(64) which show sub-leading terms and may depend on microscopic details. In what follows,
we apply the bosonization technique to evaluate Z (ns)Nn and Z
(r)
Nn
similar to what we did for
the REE. The scaling behavior of RNs in the lattice model is compared with the analytically
predicted values of slopes (derived below) for various exponents n= 1, · · · , 7 in Fig. 2, where
the agreement is evident. We should note that the slope does not depend on the chemical
potential µ in the Hamiltonian (9).
4.1 Spectrum of ρTA





Z (ns)k,n , (66)
where
Z (ns)k,n = 〈T
−1
k,n (uA)Tk,n(vA)Tk,n(uB)T −1k,n (vB)〉 (67)
is the partition function in the presence of four twist fields. We then use (63) to compute the
above correlator for various subsystem geometries. We should note that the following results
only include the leading order term in the scaling limit, `1,`2→∞, where `1 and `2 are the
length of A and B subsystems, respectively.
4.1.1 Adjacent intervals



















n |−1) |k/n|> 1/3,
(68)
where f (x , y; q) = 12

x2(q−1)(−2q+1) y2q(−2q+1) + x ↔ y

. Notice that the exponents change
discontinuously as a function of k. This can be understood as a consequence of the 2π ambigu-
ity of the U(1) phase that the Fermi field acquires as it goes around the twist fields. Essentially,
we need to find the dominant term with the lowest scaling dimension in the mode expansion
(see Appendix A for more details). Adding up the terms in the Z (ns)Nn expansion, the final ex-





























n= 6N + 3,
(69)
where N is a non-negative integer. It is worth recalling that for the bosonic systems, the spec-
trum of PT contains only positive and negative eigenvalues. As a result, we see even/odd effect
for the moments. Here, however, the moments Z (ns)n have a cyclic behavior with a periodic-
ity of six, which signals the possibility for the eigenvalues to appear with a multiple of 2π/6
complex phase. As we will see below, this is indeed the case in our numerical calculations.
We should also note that the above result can be obtained from the adjacent limit vA→ uB of
two disjoint intervals (67) as explained in Appendix B. Taking this limit is a bit tricky and was
14
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Figure 2: Comparison of numerical (dots) and analytical (solid lines) results for the
scaling behavior of the moments of partial transpose (48) in the up row and (50)
in the down row for two subsystem geometries: (a) two adjacent intervals, and (b)
bipartite geometry. In (a), intervals have equal lengths `1 = `2 = ` and 20≤ `≤ 200
on an infinite chain. In (b), the total system size is L = 400 and 20 ≤ ` ≤ 100.
Different colors correspond to different moments n.
previously overlooked in Ref. [110], where it was incorrectly deduced that Z (ns)Nn = 0 for two
adjacent intervals.
We now discuss the spectrum of ρTA for two adjacent intervals. It is instructive to look
at the many-body eigenvalues as obtained in (41) from the single-body eigenvalues of the
covariance matrix (40). From the numerical observation that Im(νk) 6= 0, we may drop the ul















1− |νk|2 + 2σk iIm[νk]
4
, (71b)
and σk = ± is a sign factor. We should note that the complex and negative real eigenvalues
come from product of ωIσk . This fact immediately implies that for every complex eigenvalue
λ j , λ
∗
j is also in the spectrum, since ωI−σk =ω
∗
Iσk
. Moreover, the negative eigenvalues are at
least two-fold degenerate.
In the case of free fermions, we numerically observe that ωI± → |ωI±|e±i
2π
6 as we go
towards the thermodynamic limit NA = NB →∞. As a result, the many-body eigenvalues are
divided into two groups: first, real positive eigenvalues, and second, the complex or negative
15
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Figure 3: Spectral properties of ρTA for two adjacent intervals with length ` on
an infinite chain. (a) Many-body eigenvalues are plotted over the complex plane.
The solid gray lines are guides for the eyes and a hint for the phase quantization. (b)
Histogram of complex phases of eigenvalues which indicates nearly quantized phases
in units of π/3. (c) Tail distribution function of modulus of eigenvalues. The solid
line is the analytical result (73b). To compute the many-body spectrum, we truncate
the single-particle spectrum with the first 28 largest (in euclidean distance from ±1
on the complex plane) eigenvalues.
eigenvalues which take a regular form λ j ≈ |λ j|e±i
π
3 s j where s j = 1,2, 3. Figure 3(a) shows the
numerical spectrum of ρTA. To explicitly demonstrate the quantization of the complex phase
of eigenvalues, we plot a histogram of the complex phase in Fig. 3(b) where sharp peaks at
integer multiples of π/3 are evident. Due to this special structure of the eigenvalues, the



























where {λα j},α= 0, 1,2, 3 denote the eigenvalues along∠λ= απ/3 branches. Note that {λ0 j},
{λ3 j}, i.e., positive and negative real eigenvalues, are treated separately, while {λ1 j} and {λ2 j}
represent the eigenvalues for both ∠λ= ±π/3 and ∠λ= ±2π/3 branches. A consequence of
Eq. (72) is that there are four linearly independent combinations of the eigenvalues in Z (ns)Nn .
This exactly matches the four possible scaling behaviors of Z (ns)Nn from our continuum field
theory calculations (69).
As a first characterization of the negativity spectrum, we compute the distribution of mod-
ulus of eigenvalues. To this end, it is sufficient to consider Z (ns)Nn for multiples of n= 6N which
is Z (ns)Nn =
∑
k |λk|
n. Substituting (69) for b and a in (25) and (26), we get















b ln |λM/λ|, (74)
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Figure 4: Spectrum of eigenvalues ofρTA with a certain complex phase (c.f. Fig. 3(a))
for t o equal intervals on n infinite chain. Soli lines are the predictio in Eq. (76b).
Dots are numerics, with different colors corresponding to different subsystem sizes.
We use the same numerical procedure as in Fig. 3 to obtain few thousand largest (in
modulus) many-body eigenvalues from a truncated set of single particle eigenvalues.
and λM is the largest eigenvalue given by







Figure 3(c) shows a good agreement between the analytical formula (73b) and the numerically
obtained spectra for various subsystem sizes. We should note that there is no fitting parameter
in (73b) and we only plug in λM from numerics.
We can further derive the distribution of eigenvalues along different branches in Fig. 3(a).
The idea is to analytically continue Z (ns)Nn with n= 6N+m to arbitrary n and solve the resulting
four linearly independent equations generated by (72) to obtain the moments
∑
j |λs j |
n for
each s = 0, · · · , 3. This calculation relies on the assumption that limn→∞
rn
n does not depend
on m, which is indeed the case in (69). Hence, we arrive at
Pα(λ) = δ(λM −λ)δα0 +














Mαβ I0(2aβξ) + eMαβ J0(2ãβξ)

 , (76b)
where Pα(λ) and nα(λ), α = 0, · · · , 3 describe the distribution of eigenvalues along the
∠λ= απ/3 branch. Here, M and eM encapsulate the coefficients
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3), and ξ and b are defined in Eqs. (74) and (75), respectively.
Several comments regarding the phase-resolved distributions (76a) and (76b) are in order.
The largest eigenvalue λM > 0 is located on the real axis and hence only appears in P0(λ).
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Figure 5: Spectrum of modulus of eigenvalues of ρTA for bipartite geometry along
the real and imaginary axes. The total system size is L = 2` for each `. Solid lines are
the prediction in Eq. (85b). Dots are numerics, with different colors corresponding
to different subsystem sizes. A numerical procedure similar to that of Fig. 3 is used to
obtain few thousand largest (in modulus) many-body eigenvalues from a truncated
set of single particle eigenvalues.
The distribution of modulus is found by (P0 + 2P1 + 2P2 + P3) which reproduces (73a). It is












It is also possible to study the scaling of the maximum eigenvalue (in modulus) |λ(α)M | along
each branch. For the bosonic negativity, there are only two branches (positive and negative
real axis) and it was found that the scaling of the maxima is the same in the thermodynamic
limit [72]. In our case, for a given branch (labeled by α) the maximum |λ(α)M | (with |λ
0
M | ≡ λM )
can be extracted as







n = −b, (79)
where the result is independent of α. This again implies the same scaling along each branch,
up to a possible unknown constant due to non-universal coefficient that we are dropping in
the above formulas (see Eq. (24)).
We compare the analytical results with the numerical simulations for each branch in Fig. 4.
As expected, the numerical spectra reach the continuum field theory calculations as we make
the system larger. We should point out that in contrast with the bosonic negativity spectrum
and the entanglement spectrum which are given solely in terms of Iα(x), the modified Bessel
function of the first kind, here the fermionic negativity spectrum contains the Bessel functions
Jα(x) as well. Recall that unlike Iα(x) which is strictly positive for x > 0, Jα(x) does oscillate
between positive and negative values. Nevertheless, there is no issue in Pα(λ) which has to be
non-negative, as the linear combinations of Iα and Jα in (76b) are such that they are strictly
positive over their range of applicability within each branch.
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4.1.2 Bipartite geometry
Here, we consider two intervals which make up the entire system as shown in the upper panel
of Fig. 2(b). In this case, the branch points are identified pairwise as uA = vB and vA = uB,















Similar to the adjacent intervals, the discontinuity in the k-dependence comes from the 2π




















n= 4N + 2.
(81)
A benchmark of these expressions against the scaling of RN in numerical simulations is shown
in Fig. 5(c). Because of the cyclic analyticity of the N (ns)n modulo four, we expect to have the
many-body eigenvalues along the real and imaginary axes. In other words, the complex phase
of eigenvalues are multiples of 2π/4.
We now derive the complex phase structure of many-body eigenvalues from the single par-
ticle spectrum. In the current case, the density matrix is pure leading to the identity γ2 = I for
the covariance matrix. This property implies that the spectrum of the transformed covariance
matrix (40) can be fully determined by the covariance matrix associated to the subsystem A,
i.e., γAA in Eq. (40). Hence, the single particle eigenvalues are given by
νk = µk + i
Ç
1−µ2k, (82)
and its Hermitian conjugate for ν∗k, where µk ’s (k = 0, · · · , NA) denote the eigenvalues of













This decomposition has two types of factors: real positive and pure imaginary. Therefore, the
many-body eigenvalues manifestly lie on the real and imaginary axes. Moreover, the many-
body spectrum contains pairs of pure imaginary eigenvalues ±iλ j . The real negative eigenval-
ues are also two-fold degenerate since they are obtained from the product of even number of
pure imaginary factors. In contrast, the real positive eigenvalues are not necessarily degener-














where {λα j},α = 0, 1,2 denote the eigenvalues along ∠λ = απ/2. This expression in turn
implies that there are three types of combinations of different branches for all n, which is
again consistent with (81). By analytically continuing the three cases, we derive the moment
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∑
j |λα j|
n for each branch. The resulting distributions are found to be
Pα(λ) = δ(λM −λ)δα0 +


















Mαβ I0(2aβξ) + eMαJ0(2ãξ)

 , (85b)
where M and eM encode the coefficients








(a1, a2, ã) = (2,1, 2
p
2) and ξ is defined in (74) with b = − lnλM =
1
6 ln`. As shown in Fig. 5,
the above formulas are in decent agreement with numerical results.
Also in this case the maximum (in modulus) |λαM | along the different branches can be
evaluated through Eq. (79), giving (up to an unknown non-universal constant) ln |λαM | = −b
independent of α. Finally, also for the bipartite geometry, a consistency check is obtained from
TrρTA = 1, which simply follows from a calculation analogous to Eq. (78).
4.2 Spectrum of ρeTA






where the partition function
Z (r)k,n = 〈eT
−1
k,n (uA)eTk,n(vA)Tk,n(uB)T −1k,n (vB)〉 . (88)
is subject to modified monodromy conditions for the eTk,n and eT −1k,n , which are
ψk 7→ e±i(2πk/n−π)ψk. This monodromy is different from the supersymmetric trace [118] (see
Appendix C for the definition and more details).
4.2.1 Adjacent intervals





















It is important to note that for k < 0, we modified the flux at u1 and v1 by inserting addi-
tional 2π and −2π fluxes, respectively, where the scaling exponent takes its minimum value
(c.f. Appendix A). Summing up Z (r)k,n terms, we get
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Figure 6: Tail distribution function for the spectrum of ρeTA of two equal adjacent in-
tervals on an infinite chain. Solid lines are the analytical distributions from Eq. (97b).
Dots are numerics, with different colors corresponding to different subsystem sizes.
We use the same numerical procedure as in Fig. 3 to obtain few thousand largest (in
modulus) many-body eigenvalues from a truncated set of single particle eigenvalues.


























for even n = ne. As a consistency check, we show in Appendix B that the above formulae can
be derived from two disjoints intervals as the distance between the intervals is taken to be
zero. Notice that the even n case is identical to the general CFT results [70]. Also, from (19)








+ · · · . (95)



















As expected for Hermitian operator ρeTA, here the moments N (r)n only depend on parity
of n, i.e., whether n is odd or even. This means that the eigenvalues are real positive or
negative. We can also see this from the fact that the single particle spectrum is real. The
many-body eigenvalues follow the formλσ =
∏
σk=±(1+σkνk)/2, where νk are single-particle
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix (42). As discussed in the previous section, we carry out
the same procedure to derive the distribution from analytic continuation of moments (in this
case there are only two branches). The final result reads
P(λ) = δ(λM −λ) +













where ξ obeys the same form as Eq. (74) with a slight difference that b = − lnλM =
1
4 ln`.
We present a comparison of the above expression with numerical spectrum of free fermions
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on the lattice of different lengths in Fig 6. There is a good agreement between analytical and
numerical results.
We further find that, as it was the case for the bosonic negativity, the scaling of the min-
imum and maximum eigenvalue is the same. Finally, we confirm that the distribution prob-
ability is properly normalized such that
∫
λP(λ)dλ = Tr[ρ(−1)FA] and it is consistent with
E = 14 ln`, Eq. (19), which follows from
E = ln
∫



















In this case, we start by computing the correlator








Here again, we have to minimize the scaling exponent for k < 0 by inserting additional 2π



















From this, we derive the distribution of many-body eigenvalues to be
P(λ) = δ(λM −λ) +












2ξ)sgn(λ) + I0(4ξ)], (101b)
where ξ is given in (74) and b = − lnλM =
1
6 ln`.
We finish this part by a remark about the covariance matrix. Using the fact that γ2 = I for







Similar to the adjacent intervals, we can calculate the many-body spectrum out of eigenvalues
of the above covariance matrix. We confirm that the numerical results and analytical expres-
sions match. However, we avoid showing the plots here as they look quite similar to Fig. 6.
5 Conclusions
In summary, we study the distribution of the eigenvalues of partially transposed density ma-
trices, aka the negativity spectrum, in free fermion chains. Taking the PT of fermionic density
matrices is known to be a difficult task even for free fermions (or Gaussian states). However,
recent studies [100, 101, 112] suggest that this difficulty could be circumvented if we use a
different definition for partial transpose which is closely related to time-reversal transforma-
tion. In a matrix representation of a fermionic density matrix, e.g. in Fock space basis, the
latter operation involves multiplying a Z4 complex phase factor in addition to the matrix trans-
position where the phase factor solely depends on the fermion-number parity of the state of
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subsystems to be exchanged in the transpose process. It turned out that the phase factor in
the fermionic partial transpose lead to two types of partial transpose operation ρTA and ρeTA.
The difference is that ρTA is pseudo-Hermitian and may contain complex eigenvalues, while
ρ
eTA is Hermitian and its eigenvalues are real. This is in contrast with the fact that the standard
partial transpose ρTA is always a Hermitian operator which implies a real spectrum. In this
paper,we presented analytical and numerical results for the negativity spectra of two adjacent
intervals on a free fermion chain using both types of fermionic partial transpose. In the case of
ρ
eTA, we find that the negativity spectra share a lot of similarities with those found in a previous
CFT work [72]. However, in the case of ρTA, we realize that the eigenvalues form a special
pattern on the complex plane and fall on six branches with a quantized phase of 2πn/6. The
spectrum in the latter case is mirror symmetric with respect to the real axis, and there are
four universal functions which describe the distributions along the six branches. The sixfold
distribution of eigenvalues is not specific to complex fermion chain (described by the Dirac
Hamiltonian) with c = 1 and also appears in the critical Majorana chain with c = 1/2. We
further confirmed that our analytical expressions are applicable to the Majorana chain upon
modifying the central charge c. The fact that the negativity of two adjacent intervals is given
by three-point correlators of twist fields suggests that our free fermion results for the negativ-
ity spectrum may be generalized to other (possibly interacting) fermionic CFTs. Our method
is also applicable to the case of two disjoint intervals; however, the result may not be as uni-
versal since the negativity of two disjoint intervals involves four-point correlator of twist fields
(which depends on the full operator content of CFTs).
Given our free fermion results in one dimension, there are several avenues to pursue for
future research. A natural extension is to explore possible structures in the negativity spectrum
of free fermions in higher dimensions. It would also be interesting to understand the effect of
disorder and spin-orbit coupling on this distribution. In particular, the random singlet phase
(RSP) [119], which can be realized in the strongly disordered regime of one-dimensional free
fermions, is characterized by logarithmic entanglement entropy [63, 120, 121] that is a hall-
mark of (1 + 1)d critical theories. An interesting question is how the negativity spectrum
of critical RSP differs from the clean limit which was studied in this paper. Another direc-
tion could be studying strongly correlated fermion systems and specially interacting systems
which have a description in terms of projected free fermions such as the Haldane-Shastry spin
chain [122, 123]. Furthermore, it is worth investigating how thermal fluctuations affect the
negativity spectrum in finite-temperature states. Finally, the negativity spectrum may be useful
in studying the quench dynamics and shed light on thermalization.
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A Twist fields, bosonization, etc.
The Rényi entanglement entropy (REE) of a reduced density matrix ρ is defined in Eq. (2).
For non-interacting systems with conserved U(1) charge, we can transform the trace formulas
into a product of n decoupled partition functions. Let us first illustrate this idea for REE [114].














k λkψ̄kψk , (103)
where λk = ei2π
k
n for k = (n − 1)/2, · · · , (n − 1)/2 are eigenvalues of the twist matrix. In
this new basis, the transformation rule Ψ → TΨ for the field passing through the interval
becomes a phase twist, i.e., ψk 7→ λkψk. Therefore, the REE can be decomposed into product






where Zk,n is the partition function containing an interval with the twisting phase 2πk/n. We
reformulate the partition function in the presence of phase twisting intervals in terms of a
theory subject to an external gauge field which is a pure gauge everywhere (except at the







ψk (x) , (105)
where x0 is an arbitrary fixed point. Hence, for a subsystem made of p intervals,
A =
⋃p
i=1[ui , vi], we can absorb the boundary conditions across the intervals into an exter-
nal gauge field and the resulting Lagrangian density becomes
Lk = ψ̄kγµ
















δ(x − ui)−δ(x − vi)

. (107)
Note that there is an ambiguity in the flux strength, namely, 2πm (integer m) fluxes may be
added to the right hand side of the above expression, while the monodromy for the fermion
fields does not change. To preserve this symmetry (or redundancy), Zk must be written as
a sum over all representations [124–127]. The asymptotic behavior of each term in this ex-
pansion is a power law `−αm in thermodynamic limit (large (sub-)system size). Here, we are
interested in the leading order term which corresponds to the smallest exponent αm.
As we will see in the case of entanglement negativity, we need to consider m 6= 0 for
some values of k. Let us first discuss this expansion for a generic case. Let Sn be a partition
function on a multi-sheet geometry (for either Rényi entropy or negativity). As mentioned,
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where Zk is the partition function in the presence of 2p flux vortices at the two ends of p
















νk,iδ(x − ui) , (110)
and 2πνk,i is vorticity of gauge flux determined by the eigenvalues of the twist matrix. The
total vorticity satisfies the neutrality condition
∑
i νk,i = 0 for a given k. In order to obtain the





Z (m)k , (111)











is the partition function for the following fluxes,
εµν∂νA
(m),k




eνk,iδ(x − ui), (113)
and eνk,i = νk,i +mi are shifted flux vorticities. The neutrality condition requires
∑
i mi = 0.
Using the bosonization technique, we obtain
Z (m)k = C{mi}
∏
i< j
|ui − u j|2eνk,ieνk, j , (114)
where C{mi} is a constant depending on cutoff and microscopic details. We make use of the
neutrality condition −2
∑




















where ` is a length scale. From this expansion, the leading order term in the limit ` →∞




k,i . This is identical to the condition
derived from the generalized Fisher-Hartwig conjecture [128, 129]. A careful determination
of the leading order term for REE by a similar approach was previously discussed in Ref. [125–
127].
We now carry out this process for Z (ns)Nn in Eq. (67) for two adjacent intervals. Here, we
need to minimize the quantity
fm1m2m3(ν) = (ν+m1)
2 + (ν+m3)
2 + (−2ν+m2)2 (116)
for a given ν = k/n = −(n− 1)/2n, · · · , (n− 1)/2n by finding the integers (m1, m2, m3) con-
strained by
∑




2 − 6ν+ 2. (118)
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So, we have




Similarly, we find that








(0, 0,0) |ν| ≤ 1/3
(−1,1, 0), (0, 1,−1) ν > 1/3
(1,−1, 0), (0,−1,1) ν < −1/3.
(121)
This leads us to write Eq. (68). Finally, similar derivation can be carried out to arrive at Eqs.
(80), (89) and (99).
B Rényi negativity for disjoint intervals
In this appendix, we derive the RN associated with ρTA and ρeTA for two disjoint intervals and
show that upon taking the distance between the intervals to zero, we recover the results for
two adjacent intervals as discussed in the main text.
B.1 Moments of ρTA
This geometry is characterized by vA− uA = `1, uB − vA = d, and vB − uB = `2 (c.f. Fig. 7(a)).
The leading order term of the momentum decomposed partition function in the case of disjoint
intervals is given by





+ · · · , (122)
where
x =
(`1 + `2 + d)d
(`1 + d)(`2 + d)
. (123)











+ · · · . (124)
We compare the above formula with the scaling behavior of the numerical results in Fig. 7(b),
where we find that they match.
As a consistency check, we show that the RN between adjacent intervals can be derived as a
limiting behavior of the disjoint intervals. However, we realize from (122) that
limd→0 Z
(ns)
k,n = 0 (as is done also in Ref. [110]). A more careful treatment goes by consid-
ering higher order terms coming from different representations in (115)














[g(`1,`2; k/n) + g(`1 + d,`2 + d; k/n)] + · · · ,
(125)
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where g(x , y; q) = x−2 (x/y)2|q|+x ↔ y and cki are coefficients dependent on the microscopic
details. Next, we obtain the leading order term in the coincident limit d = ε, where ε `1,`2.
To this end, we rewrite the above expansion (125) as
Z (ns)k,n = ε
2k2/n2 Z (0)k,n + ε
2|k/n|(|k/n|−1)Z (1)k,n + · · · , (126)





As we see, for |k/n| > 1/3, the second term is dominant. This immediately implies that upon
taking (`i + d)∼ `i , we recover the original result (68).
B.2 Moments of ρeTA
Similarly, we find the k-th contribution to the n-th moment of ρeTA to be







+ · · · , (128)
which gives rise to the following form for the RN,











































We compare the scaling behaviors of analytical expressions and numerical results in Fig. 7(c).
As we see, they are in good agreement.
It is easy to verify that taking the adjacent limit d = ε of two disjoint intervals in Eq. (129)
leads to Eq. (90). We should note that in this case the leading order term in the momentum
expansion (128) remains always the same (128) in contrast with the previous case (125).
C Partial transpose with supersymmetric trace
Let
N (susy)n (ρ) = ln eTr[(ρ
eTA)n], (133)
where eTr is the supersymmetric (susy) trace for the interval A. The susy trace is distinct from
the regular trace in that the T matrix which glues together ρeTA for fermions is given by (45),
while the susy trace is similar to a bosonic trace (even though applied to a fermionic density
matrix) where the T matrix is given by (145) (see below). It is easy to see that T n = (−1)n−1
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Figure 7: Comparison of numerical (dots) and analytical (solid lines) results for the
scaling behavior of the moments of partial transpose (48) and (50) for two disjoint
intervals (the geometry is shown in panel (a)). Here, d = 40 and intervals have
equal lengths `1 = `2 = ` where 20 ≤ ` ≤ 200 on an infinite chain. The analytical
results are given by Eq. (122) in panel (b) and Eq. (128) in panel(c). Different colors
correspond to different moments n.
for the regular trace of fermionic density matrices whereas T n = 1 for the susy trace. Clearly,
there is no difference between the susy and regular traces for even n when considering (ρeTA)n.
The susy trace was used previously to define the susy entanglement entropies [118]. (See
Refs. [130–132] for related works.) In terms of the partial transpose (13), the susy trace is
simplified into
N (susy)n (ρ) =

lnTr(ρTAρTA† · · ·ρTAρTA†) n even,
lnTr(ρTAρTA† · · ·ρTA) n odd, (134)
which was studied by some of us in [112] and was shown to obey the same expressions as the
bosonic negativity [70] for both even and odd values of n. In this appendix, we briefly report
the results for various geometries. A technical point is that the monodromy of the field around
eTk,n for the susy trace is given by ψk 7→ e±i(2πk/n−ϕn)ψk where ϕn = π or π(n − 1)/n for n
even or odd, respectively [110,133].
1. Disjoint intervals: in this case the moments (133) become
N (susy)n = c(1)n ln(`1`2) + c(2)n ln(x) + · · · , (135)
where x is defined in (123), c(1)n = −(n



















2. Adjacent intervals: when the distance d → 0, i.e., x → 0 in the above expression, the
moments take the form
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for even n= ne.
3. Bipartite geometry: finally, in this case one has




















D Negativity of bosonic scalar field theory
As we have seen in the main text, calculating negativity boils down to computing correlators
of twist fields. In this appendix, we briefly review the conformal weights of the twist fields in






from which we can compute the correlators of twist fields and derive expressions for the en-
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〈T −1k,n (−`1)T 2k,n(0)T −1k,n (`2)〉. (148)
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Hence, our objective here is to find the conformal weight of Tk,n, T 2k,n, and their adjoints. It
is worth noting that in the case of bosons k takes positive integer values, k = 0,1, · · · , n− 1.
This is because the global boundary condition is periodic, i.e. the twist matrix obeys T n = 1.
As usual in the conformal field theory, the computation goes by placing a twist field Tk,n at the
origin which leads to a ground state Tk,n(0) |0〉 where φ(z) and φ∗(z) are multivalued fields
with the boundary conditions φ(ei2πz) = ei2πk/nφ(z) and φ∗(ei2πz) = e−i2πk/nφ∗(z). Next,
we compute the correlator
〈∂zφ∂wφ∗〉k/n := 〈T −1k,n (∞)|∂zφ∂wφ∗|Tk,n(0)〉 , (149)
to find the expectation value of the energy-momentum tensor via











Using the fact that
T (z)Tk,n(0) |0〉 ∼
∆Tk,n
z2
Tk,n(0) |0〉+ · · · , (151)
we can read off the conformal weight ∆Tk,n .
Let us start with Tk,n and T −1k,n . The correlation function (149) can be directly computed by
the mode expansion of φ field or can be simply derived from the asymptotic behavior z → w





















We should note that doing this calculation for complex Dirac fermions, instead, leads to∆Tk,n =













One can do a similar calculation for T 2k,n. In this case, the boundary condition is φ(ei2πz) =
ei4πk/nφ(z). For k/n < 1/2, the result is identical to (153) up to replacing k/n by 2k/n. For
1/2 < k/n < 1 however, the effective phase shift is 2π(2k/n− 1) and we need to substitute
k/n in (153) by 2k/n − 1. This result can also be understood from the mode expansion.





















Using the following expression for the moments of partial transpose,




























which are the familiar results [70].
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